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ABSTRACT 
 
It isincreasingly recognised in the literature on SME development that supply-sidemeasures to 
facilitate SMEs need to be complemented by demand-side support thatcreates the needed 
markets for SME outputs. One such demand-side supportmeasure is the linking of SMEs with 
large enterprises. This paper aims toinvestigate the factors that may facilitate the linking of 
SMEs with largeenterprises. It uses empirical results from a case study in South Africa 
toanalyse these factors. The case study pertains to Billiton Aluminium (BA),which operates 
two aluminium smelters at Richards Bay in South Africa, whereapproximately 4% of the 
world’s aluminium is produced annually and more than 3000 labourers are employed. Using a 
structured questionnaire as well as on-sitevisits, it was determined that: 

• BA actively tries to involve SME suppliers in affirmativeprocurement through an 
SME development programme; 

• competition inhibits the expansion ofmarkets by SME suppliers; 
• SME suppliers are technologically awareenough to meet BA’s procurement needs; 
• SME suppliers increasingly employpart-time instead of permanent workers; 
• SME suppliers are in need of training toespecially develop management skills; 
• inaccesability of investment and workingcapital funds inhibits market development of 

SME suppliers; 
• SME suppliers don’t appreciateinfrastructural changes in their region; 
• SME suppliers do not experience thebenefits from a relaxed regulatory environment in 

their business activities; 
• BA’s SME development programme has animportant role to play in improving 

economic activity in Kwazulu-Natal; 
• SME suppliers do not experiencesufficient support in their activities from large 

enterprises, governmentorganisations or parastatals; 
• SME suppliers feel satisfied with theimplimentation of procurement policies by BA; 

and 
• information flow between BA and its SME suppliers improved after the institution of 

the BA SME development programme. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Billiton Aluminium (BA),South Africa’s largest aluminium producer was established as 

“Alusaf” atRichards Bay, on the KwaZulu-Natal north coast, in 1967. Currently the 

firmemploys just under 3 000 workers at two smelters in Richards Bay, namely theHillside 

and Bayside smelters. Its annual value of exports is worth more thanR3.5 billion (US$ 5 

billion).  

Worldwide large firms (such as BA)are considered to have a significant potential to 

stimulate job creation andgrowth through their linkages with small and medium enterprises 

(SMEs). Thereis increasing consensus that SMEs can be important in generating 

economicgrowth and development, particularly in the fast-changing and 

increasinglycompetitive global market. Carrier (1994) maintains that SMEs are often 

morefertile than larger firms in terms of innovation. The features of SMEs such asflexibility, 

innovativeness and problem-solving action orientation are nowbeing considered as vital for 

success in a global economy. Even largebusinesses have attempted to implement 

entrepreneurship and have learned tothink like a small business. Over the last decade SMEs 

have been the primarysource of employment creation world-wide. 

The promotion of SMEs is one of the core strategic thrusts of SouthAfrica’s macro-

economic development approach, and the fostering of linkages betweenlarge businesses and 

SMEs can be an important demand-side support measure tocomplement the wide range of 

supply-side measures for SMEs introduced by theSouth African government since 1994. In 

light of this, the purpose of thepresent paper is to provide an assessment, based on a case 

study of thelinkages between BA and SMEs of the potential of linking large and 

smallbusiness, and identify the best way in which an enabling environment for thepromotion 

of SMEs can be created around large businesses. 



 The empirical analysis of this studywas carried out during August 1999. Use was 

made of (a) structured interviewsand (b) a specially designed questionnaire1to address the 

brief. An on-site visit was conducted between 18 and 21 August1999 and BA provided the 

research team with a list of 19 SMEs and serviceproviders currently involved with them. In 

total 13 questionnaires could beused for the project (N=13). Furthermore, a literature study 

was undertaken ofthe SME-situation in South Africa, as well as of the international 

bestpractice towards SME-promotion. 

 In the identification of opportunities/constraints for SME-development,only the 

operational phase of the project were considered. Opportunities thatmay have arisen or existed 

during the construction phase were not investigated,although these might be important in the 

future establishment of large firmprojects. 

 Thepaper is structured as follows. In section two the core business and 

SMEdevelopment program of BA is described. In section three the empirical findingsare set 

out. Section four concludes. 

 

2.OVERVIEW OF BILLITON ALUMINIUM (BA) 

2.1 Description of Core Business 

BA took over in 1998what was founded as Alusaf in 1967. The first metal was cast on 14 

May 1971 atthe Bayside smelter and its official opening on 13 October 1971 marked the 

dawnof aluminium production in South Africa (Hillside Aluminium 1998a:2). Thesmelter was 

expanded in 1973 and again in 1983. 

During the early1990s, a private company Gencor and the parastatal Industrial 

DevelopmentCorporation (as the primary shareholders of Alusaf), decided to further 

                                                      
1 Thequestionnaire is available from the authors on request. 



expandits capacity by building a R5 billion, 466 000 ton per year greenfield smelter(Hillside) 

and launching a R267 million upgrade of the Bayside smelter. 

Construction onthe Hillside smelter started in June 1993. By June 1995 the Hillside 

smelterpoured its first aluminium - four months ahead of schedule and R1.43 billionunder 

budget. By 21 June 1996 all 576 aluminium smelting-pots were successfullyon line, and it 

became clear that production output would exceed designcapacity by more than 30 000 tons a 

year (Hillside Aluminium 1998b:4). 

At the time ofcompletion, the project constituted the largest private capital investment 

everundertaken in South Africa. Various calculations have shown that it contributesanything 

between 1% and 3% to the national GDP. As a result of the Hillsidesmelter’s operations 

alone, BA moves 2 million tons of cargo through theRichards Bay port every year. 

• The Hillside smelter uses FrenchAluminium Pechiney AP30 technology. This makes it 

one of the world’s cleanestand most efficient. Hillside currently employs 1 200 people, and 

has thecapacity to produce 500 000 tons of aluminium per year. This representsapproximately 

4% of the world’s aluminium production. All of Hillside’saluminium is exported to 

international markets. In the production of itsproducts the possibility for creating demand for 

SME-products and services isobvious. As a result, BA introduced an SME development 

program during 1998 inan effort to maximise their impact on SMEs involved in the side-

stream,upstream and downstream activities of the value chain2. 

 

2.2 Descriptionof the SME Development Program 

BAformulated and implemented an SME development program in 1998. This program hasas 

its mission to 'direct Hillside and Bayside efforts in identifying,developing and supporting 

                                                      
2 The impact of alarge enterprise such as BA on SMEs goes beyond the SMEs directly benefittingeither upstream 

or downstream in the value chain. It has for instance beenestimated that the indirect multiplier effect of BA is 
in the order of R700million (US$ 100 million) per annum and that it indirectly creates 12 000 jobsin the 
province. 



emerging SMEs as viable suppliers'. Furthermore, thevision of the program is 'to identify, 

develop and support SMEs in supportingthe government’s economic employment policy and 

lift up the local economy inZululand'. Through this mission and vision, the program strives 

towardsachieving the following objectives, namely to: 

 Determine departmental responsibilities towhich support and development will be 

provided; 

 Develop emerging enterprises through jointventures and in the process facilitate the 

transfer of skills; 

 Help SMEs access resources through financial,technical and business development 

information. 

 

BAhas implemented the following strategies for the program, namely to: 

 Identify potential SME suppliers; 

 Develop an accredited SME supplier list; 

 List SMEs who are currently providing services; 

 List goods and services that SMEs can supply; 

 Simplify processes and procedures for SMEvendors, i.e. create policies and procedures to 

accommodate SMEs; 

 Take the lead in SME forums; 

 Provide training and workshops for SMEs(empowerment); 

 Sponsor SME conferences; 

 Create internal and external awareness of theabove; and 

 Establish an SME committee as a supportingsystem to the above. 

 

Withthe above in mind, the following targets were set for the year 2000: 



 To conduct 10% of Hillside and Bayside’sbusiness with SMEs; 

 To have at least 150 accredited SMEs listed inthe data base; 

 To host at least one workshop per month forSMEs; and 

 To give monthly performance feedback to SMEs. 

The program is managed by a smallbusiness development co-ordinator and essentially 

entails affirmativeprocurement of non-core products and services - also known as “side-

stream” beneficiation.The focus is currently strong on side-stream activities because: 

 Upstreampossibilities for SME involvement are limited by the fact that core inputs 

areeither imported (e.g. alumina, petroleum coke and liquid pitch) or sourced frommajor 

utilities (e.g. electricity from Eskom); and 

 DownstreamSME involvement is under-developed. 

Possibilities are, however,investigated through which SME downstream beneficiation 

opportunities may befacilitated. This includes, for example the operation of a mini-smelter by 

anSME to melt Billiton-supplied aluminium for manufacturing of other aluminiumproducts 

by SMEs located on the smelter site. 

The processing ofdross (a waste product of aluminium smelting) was identified as 

anotheropportunity for downstream SME beneficiation. One of the environmental 

policytargets of BA is to totally eliminate waste as a result of dross disposed. Theobjective is 

to process all dross by means of a process that will have onlyrecyclable by-products.  

Operationalimprovements made by BA during 1998 may have led to closer SME 

involvement.These improvements included: 

 Thestart of a detailed and comprehensive performance audit of all vendors whosupply 

the maintenance department with goods/services. On completion of thisaudit the 

Hillside Smelter will be able to enter into long-term partneringagreements with key 

vendors which will enable the aluminium producer to becomemore cost-effective, 



whilst providing the vendors with a greater degree ofstability; 

 Improvementsin areas of accounts payable, resulting in more satisfied vendors and a 

minimumof queries. Introduction of electronic funds transfer has obviated the need 

formanual cheques; and 

 Inpurchasing, success was achieved through the introduction of a Kanban-system. 

Conversion cost of HillsideAluminium includes the cost of sales excluding alumina, 

electricity anddepreciation. Most of these costs are controllable, for example maintenance 

andadministration. In order to stay competitive, BA has to drive down these costsunder their 

direct control. These are, however, also the cost of inputs sourcedfrom prospective SME 

suppliers. SME suppliers to BA will therefore experienceincreased pressure to deliver more 

efficiently. 

 Inorder to ascertain the success of this linkage program, all major SMEscurrently 

involved with BA (and who were willing to participate) were contactedfor participation in the 

survey. 13 SMEs were finally surveyed to determine (a)their profile and (b) the obstacles they 

experience in optimising on the linkagewith BA. In the next section the results of this survey 

are set out. 

 

3. EMPIRICALFINDINGS  

3.1 Profile of SMEs 

 

All respondentswho participated in the survey indicated that they are involved withside-

stream product or service provision to BA. SME suppliers to BA areprimarily involved in iron 

and steel basic industries (38%) and transportequipment (excluding motor vehicles and motor 

vehicle parts - 31%). Othercategories like metal products (23%), machinery (23%) and motor 

vehicles andmotor vehicle parts (23%) were also fairly well represented. Currently,however, 



85% of suppliers are involved with Hillside Aluminium, with only 15%being involved with 

Bayside. Almost half of the respondents indicated that lessthan 5% of their total business goes 

to BA. BA, however, maintains to be theSMEs’ largest customer. The question can be asked 

therefore where/to whom SMEsdeliver the other 95% of their products/services. This was not 

determined inthe survey. Taking into account the lack of demand for products and 

serviceshighlighted below, it is necessary that BA becomes more involved with theircurrent 

SME suppliers. This becomes even more important in light of BA’s SMEprogram aimed at 

empowering local SMEs. It could also be the case thatrespondents misunderstood the 

question. 

On average, the following was foundwith regard to the background profile of SME 

owners and operators: 

Highest level of formal education: the majority of respondents who participated in 

thesurvey (38%) indicated that they had a secondary school education. Similarly,23% also 

indicated that they had a technical education background, with asimilar percentage having 

formal university training as highest educationallevel. 

Age of the respondent: respondents who participated in the survey rangedfrom 22 

years to 46 years of age. The majority of these were either in theirlate thirties or early forties. 

Establishment of businesses: The majority (85%) stated that they have beeninvolved 

in the establishment of the business they currently operate. 

Previous business experience: the majority of respondents who participated in 

thesurvey (69%) had previous business experience before entering into thebusinesses they are 

currently involved in. The form of experience theseentrepreneurs have mainly relates to 

working for another business in the sameindustry (54%). In terms of years' business 

experience, a wide range ofpossibilities was recorded. Some entrepreneurs indicated that they 

had littlebusiness experience in their particular industry before establishing theircurrent 



businesses (i.e. from no experience to 5 years experience). However,some entrepreneurs also 

indicated that they had extensive experience in theindustry, ranging from 8 to 22 years. No 

trend could, however, be establishedas to specific categories of business experience. The 

majority of respondents(46%) indicated that they were working for another business in a 

similarindustry to where they are involved now before establishing their businesses.Despite 

the difficulty to determine the specific length of involvement withsimilar businesses before 

establishing an own business, this result indicatesthat the majority of them worked in related 

fields. This experience gives thema good background in terms of involvement with the 

industry they are currentlyoperating in. It also gives entrepreneurs an advantage in terms of 

issues likefor example quality, performance or technical skills. 

Other business involvement: the majority of participants (77%) do not currentlyown 

any other businesses. Where respondents did indicate that they owned otherbusinesses, the 

majority (31%) were not in the same sector as their corebusiness. This could be an indication 

of SMEs’ commitment towards successfullymanaging and operating their core businesses. 

As far as their general business information isconcerned the following was determined: 

Business profile: almost 80% of participants in the survey indicatedthat they operate 

close corporations. Their total business sales for 1997/1998ranged between R200 000 and 

R3.1 million. Similarly, their total employeesvaried between 3 and 350 for 1996/1997. This 

figure declined for 1997/1998,with them indicating that they employ between 7 and 40 

employees. One canconclude from this that SME suppliers to BA range from very small to 

mediumaccording to the criteria set out by the National Small Business Act (see SouthAfrica, 

1996). This is also supported by the result that SME suppliers areresponsible for less than 5% 

of the total industry output for their specificproducts and services. The majority (54%) of 

SME suppliers indicated that theirprofit margin has decreased in the last year. SMEs indicated 

changes of between3% and 70% in their profit margin in the last year. 



Thefact that 62% of suppliers indicated no change in their product range for thelast year 

illustrates one of two scenarios. SMEs are either focused in theirproduct/service delivery and 

they strive towards providing fewerproducts/services of better quality. On the other hand, it 

could indicate thatSMEs are not investigating new options in expanding their range 

ofproducts/services. The value of capital equipment used by current SME supplierswas found 

to be between R6 000 and R800 000, with the majority of 23%indicating the value of their 

capital equipment to be in the range of R200 000; 

Obstacles in capacity utilisation: the most severe obstacles facing SME suppliers 

werefound to be either a lack of working capital (31%) or a lack of demand 

forproducts/services (31%). These findings imply constraints in terms of finances,as well as 

potential for expansion of transactions between suppliers and BA orother clients. 

 

3.2   Obstaclesin Linking SMEs with Billiton Aluminium  

In this section, the obstacles experienced by the SMEs in their involvementwith BA are 

discussed. A number of these constraints are, however, reciprocate,and also do not motivate 

BA to become involved with SME suppliers on along-term basis. 

3.2.1 Competition 

One of the biggestconstraints (highlighted by BA employees) in successfully implementing 

theirSME development program, is BA's relationship with other suppliers in the area.In a 

number of instances, these suppliers have rendered good products andservices to BA over a 

period of time, and they have established a goodrelationship with them. In making the SME 

program successful and give SMEs anopportunity in the market, BA needed to break ties with 

many of thesesuppliers. This results in negative relationships with them and 

increasedcompetition for SMEs in other markets than BA. 



From SME suppliers' side,competition also seems to be a possible constraint. The 

majority of respondents(62%) stated that there are more than 10 competitors for their 

principalproducts or services in the area. Almost 70% of participants indicated that 

newcompetitors (ranging between 2 and 6 in number) entered their markets in1998/1999. A 

similar percentage of respondents indicated an exit of between 2and 5 competitors from the 

market in 1998/1999. 

The fact that 85%of respondents indicated that they are collaborating with other 

businesses intheir region to increase business activity, indicates attempts towardsestablishing 

business networks in the region. In terms of the VMR model(Buchanan & Gillies, 1995)3, this 

is a positive trend towards strengtheningpartnerships and contributing towards improved 

relations. Despite this,however, 69% of respondents remain unsure about the extent to which 

partnerscan trust each other. This indicates that the above partnerships have not 

beendeveloped to their full potential yet, and do not necessarily add value to theparties 

involved. 

In line with BA'sabove remark about SME suppliers versus other suppliers with whom 

they had alongstanding relationship, the majority of participants (77%) indicated that BAhas 

unfairly compared them with other competitors in the past. Despite theseunfair comparisons, 

the majority of SME suppliers (54%) experience trustbetween themselves and BA. 

3.2.2 Technology 

According to literature,technology is one of the major constraints prohibiting SMEs from 

fullyutilising market opportunities. This either relates to a lack of (or outdated)equipment, or a 

lack of skills to effectively utilise equipment. Apart fromthis, SMEs can often not afford to 

buy technologically advanced equipment. 

                                                      
3 The keyobjectives of theVMR model are discussed as recommendations towards the end ofthe paper. These 

objectives relate to ways in which BA can build a co-operativeand communicative partnership with its SME 
suppliers. 



BA's SME suppliers were found tomostly use locally produced equipment, although 

some imported equipment is alsoutilised. More than half of respondents (54%) indicated that 

they have mademajor additions to their production capacity since establishing theirbusinesses. 

Moreover, the majority of SME ventures (46%) have units orpersonnel dedicated towards 

productivity improvement. They also consider theirbusiness technology sufficient to both 

address continuous change in procurementspecifications, and supply products/services to BA. 

The fact that 54% ofrespondents use electronic technology (like the Internet and electronic 

mail)in their business activities furthermore highlights that SME suppliers to BAare 

technologically aware. A negative aspect, however, is that 77% ofrespondents' businesses are 

not involved with research and developmentactivities. 

3.2.3 Labour Markets 

As was highlighted insection 3.1 above, the majority of current SME suppliers to BA are 

either smallor medium-sized businesses with the current number of employees ranging from7-

40. The following breakdown in terms of labour market issues was found forall respondents 

who participated in the survey: 

 permanent workershired in the last year: between 2 and 18; 

 permanent workersretrenched in the last year: 5; 

 amount ofseverance paid to these workers: R10 000 on average per retrenched worker; 

 permanent workerswho quit in the last year: 12; 

 permanent workerswho retired in the last year: 0; 

 permanent workerswho left the business in the last year because of illness: 0; 

 permanent workerswho died in the last year: 1. 

Employment levels have decreasedover the past year and fewer permanent workers left 

SMEs. 62% of respondentstherefore also indicated that their employees do not belong to 

labour unionsand that none of them had any labour-related problems during 1998/1999. 



3.2.4 Training and Skills 

In order for VMRs to beeffective, it is important that staff members at both parties involved 

areadequately trained to motivate them and avoid uncertainties and possibleproblems. From 

BA's side they have committed themselves towards SME training asone of the strategies in 

their SME development program. However, theyacknowledge that significant progress has 

not been made yet. This is especiallythe case as far as training in business and management 

skills is concerned.Although SMEs display high levels of skills as far as technical aspects 

areconcerned, they also lack a number of skills related to correct and competitivetendering 

procedures. These aspects should be addressed in order to make SMEsmore competitive and 

empower them to make a bigger success of their businessventures. 

Similarly to business owners'educational levels, the majority of employees also 

indicated secondary schoolqualifications as their highest educational level (46%). It seems, 

however, asif staff members are technically better educated than their employers, as 

31%indicated this as their highest educational level. Very low technical skillswere found 

among employers themselves. 

The majority ofbusinesses (69%) do not have training specialists or training staff 

employed.Half of respondents indicated that they have training programs in place 

throughwhich non-production workers, skilled workers and unskilled workers aretrained. All 

such training programs were introduced since 1997. 

Respondentsoverall indicated a lack of interest on the part of suppliers, buyers, 

foreignor local business partners to provide training to their employees. Almost 70% ofSME 

suppliers did not receive such training since 1998. This is a very negativeresult in terms of 

BA's SME development program, as training and education havebeen set out as one of its 

strategies. A mitigating factor is that BA has onlylaunched this program in November 1998. 

Similarly, respondents also indicated alack of training received from technical institutes, 



universities and otherassociations. A large number of SMEs (84%) indicated that they do not 

havejoint training programs with other institutions. The majority of respondents(77%) stated 

that the main responsibility for training production workers lieswith supervisors within their 

own businesses. 

SMEs thereforesee training as an internal operation, rather than an external one. The 

main reasonsfor a lack of training from other institutions are related to limited resourcesto 

spend on external training programs (38%) and a lack of knowledge as far astraining 

techniques and the management of training programs are concerned(38%). 

Despite the lackof external training, the majority of respondents are confident that 

theiremployees have the ability to realise the objectives of the business. They arealso 

confident that their employees are adequately skilled to adjust tochanging conditions and 

requirements. 

3.2.5 Finance & credit 

In the majority ofstudies conducted among SMEs, finance is almost always found to be one of 

themajor constraints. In this survey it was found that on average SMEs owe theirsuppliers in 

excess of R92 000-00. The main reason for buying on credit wasindicated as SMEs not 

having enough money to pay suppliers before they havesold some outputs. The fact that 

SMEs owe their suppliers such large amounts ofmoney necessitates the use of overdraft 

facilities. As such, 54% indicated thatthey currently use overdrafts. The average overdraft 

balance is in excess ofR25 000-00, with SMEs paying relatively high interest rates. 

SMEs who participated in thesurvey have average accounts receivable in excess of 

R135 000-00. Of these outstandingaccounts, on average R 41 500-00 is due to them by BA. 

This amount comprises31% of SMEs accounts receivable. It was also found that businesses 

seem to bemuch more lenient in extending credit to BA than to their other clients. Morethan 

60% of SMEs also complained about receiving late payments from debtors,with more than 



half stating that these late payments have an influence on theirbusiness activities. The fact that 

so many of them have to buy on credit(because of a lack of cash) also supports this finding. 

The main reasonswhy SME suppliers sell on credit were given as credit cultivating 

regularclients (46%) and clients wanting to pay on credit instead of prepaying orpaying cash 

(54%). The fact that these reasons play such an important roleagain underlines the lack of 

demand for SME products and services highlightedearlier. In an attempt to have access to 

more markets, SMEs are willing to sellon credit despite the fact that they have large amounts 

of debt outstanding. 

The large number of respondentswho indicated that they experience clients constantly 

requesting quotationswithout accepting it (69%) furthermore supports the result that SMEs are 

eagerto have access to a larger portion of their markets. Despite the time andeffort which go 

into providing clients with quotations, it seems like SMEs gothrough the process in the hope 

of extending the markets for their products andservices. 

A lack of capitalamong SMEs is often related to a lack of access to funds from 

lendinginstitutions (formal or informal) or other sources (e.g. family and friends).When asked 

what their experience was in obtaining finance from a number ofsources, the following rating 

was given: 

 Formal lendinginstitutions (e.g. banks): easy access or impossible to have access to 

fundsvia these institutions (23% each); 

 Informal lendinginstitutions (e.g. SMME development corporations): very difficult to 

haveaccess (23%); 

 Informal groups:difficult (23%); and 

 Family orfriends: difficult (23%). 

Despite the fact thatsome SMEs regard it difficult to obtain funds from formal lending 

institutions,this seems to be the easiest source of finance for small businesses. While allthe 



other sources of finance were rated as being difficult to very difficult toaccess funds, some 

respondents regarded access to funds via formal lendinginstitutions as easy. Nevertheless, the 

majority of respondents (62%) indicatedthat they have not applied for a loan from an 

institution in the past year. Ofthe more than 30% who did apply for a loan, more than 20% of 

applications werenot approved. 

3.2.6 Infrastructure 

Infrastructure iscommonly regarded as an important constraint facing SMEs in South Africa. 

Thisis especially the case among SMEs from previously disadvantaged communities. 

With this in mind, and because ofthe wide-ranging efforts initiated by government and 

other institutions toimprove on infrastructure in the country, respondents were asked to 

indicatewhether they could witness a change (improvement or deterioration) in a numberof 

services during 1998/1999. The following results were obtained: 

 Electricity: nochange (62%); 

 Water: no change(77%); 

 Freight transport(e.g. railroads, trucks): no change (69%); 

 Roads: no change(54%); 

 Telecommunication:no change (54%); 

 Handling servicesat air and sea ports: no change (38%); 

 Waste disposal:no change (53%); and 

 Security:deterioration (38%). 

From the aboveone can conclude that SMEs regard the level of services as being 

unchangedcompared to the past. The only significant negative change was reported interms of 

security. Themajority of them (62%) considered the available infrastructure as adequate 

totheir business' needs and activities. 



In terms of business premisesavailable to SMEs, the majority (85%) indicated that they 

use rented facilitiesfrom where to operate their businesses. They also consider their ability 

toadapt the existing infrastructure as sufficient (62%). 

The SME suppliers to BA (bothHillside and Bayside) seem to be closely situated to 

both these plants.Distances given from business locations to BA ranged from 2 km to 25 km. 

Thisis a positive indication, as it gives suppliers the opportunity to be in touchwith the way in 

which products and services are rendered to BA. It also givesthem the opportunity to react 

quickly should there be any problems in thesupply process. 

3.2.7 Regulations and taxation 

Since 1994, the SouthAfrican government has initiated and implemented a number of policies 

tofacilitate SME development in the country. Apart from creating more beneficialconditions 

for SMEs to operate in (e.g. simplified tendering procedures;preference for SMEs from 

underprivileged communities; and relaxed financialguarantees), they have also initiated a 

program through which bigger businessesare encouraged to purchase from SMEs (e.g. see 

Hugo, Van Rooyen &Badenhorst 1997). Moreover, the government has not yet taken action 

(as was thecase in other parts of the world) in terms of putting formal pressure on 

bigbusinesses to purchase from small ones.  

In light of the above, one canexpect that SMEs would express positive experiences in 

terms of the regulatoryenvironment. However, more than half of them (54%) stated that they 

were unsurewhether legislation on SME activity created unrealistic conditions for them 

tosuccessfully operate in. Similarly, 38% stated that they were unsure aboutwhether 

legislation and regulation interfere with their activities. Despitethis, the majority indicated that 

none of the possible obstacles listedaffected their business activities during 1998/1999 (e.g. 

trade unions,government rules, restrictions from government, or the legal process 

ofbankruptcy). 



Against thebackground of uncertainties expressed by SMEs with regard to changed 

regulationand taxation conditions, it was interesting to find that respondents onlyconsidered 

wage costs (38%) and labour regulations (46%) to have deterioratedin the previous year. Only 

a few respondents (30%) indicated that corruptionhas become worse in the last year. Quite a 

number of respondents (62%) statedthat these factors influence their ability to adhere to 

contractualrequirements. More than half of respondents (54%) were unaware of legislationthat 

interferes with their ability to benefit from contracts with BA. 

3.2.8 Macro-economic factors 

The majority of SME suppliers toBA considered the level of economic activity in their 

area as ranging betweenbad and very bad (46%). Hence they also consider this situation to 

have a veryhigh influence on their business activities (38%). The main factorscontributing to 

these conditions are poverty (54%), unemployment (38%), andcrime and violence (62%). An 

interesting result was that 38% of respondentsindicated that HIV/Aids has no influence on 

their business activities. 

3.2.9 Business Support Services 

Inorder for small business purchasing programs to be successful, it is importantthat 

businesses’ top management is fully committed. Apart from this, thecommitment should form 

part of their business policy and be facilitated throughregular information flow - internally 

and externally. BA's commitment towardsthe success of their SME development program is 

illustrated by program outcomesbeing linked to top management's key performance areas. 

Many of BA's SME suppliers (61%)expressed some levels of antagonism on the part of 

their clients because of anegative image being promoted about their businesses. Almost half 

ofrespondents indicated that this negative image undermines trust betweenthemselves and 

their clients. These results are not very positive in terms ofBA establishing and maintaining 

good relationships with their SME suppliers.These results were further highlighted by the fact 



that 62% of suppliers feltthat there are not enough business support systems in their area to 

facilitateinitiative and new ideas. 

Despite BA'sindications that they give regular feedback and encouragement to 

theirsuppliers (on a monthly basis in terms of their target for the year 2000), themajority of 

SME suppliers (62%) do not regard the feedback they receive as adequateat all. However, 

only 46% indicated that a lack of feedback influences theirbusiness activities. This illustrates 

the lack of communication andco-operation between BA and its SME suppliers, as the 

benefits of feedback andencouragement are not clear to them. 

The areas inwhich SMEs seem to receive the fewest information and assistance are 

financial(i.e. from lending institutions like banks, development corporations andgovernment 

organisations - 85%); technology (e.g. the CSIR, HSRC - 92%); export(e.g. from DTI and 

other government departments - 92%); and infrastructure(92%). This again underlines the 

lack of efficient information to SMEsuppliers. Although a large enterprise like BA cannot 

necessarily providedirect assistance in terms of finances or infrastructure, they can assist 

theirsuppliers providing information services towards accessing the relevantresources. This 

element also forms part of BA’s vision for their SMEdevelopment program. 

In cases whereSME suppliers did receive assistance, 31% of them were more or less 

satisfiedwith the level to which they were assisted. A similar percentage stated thatthis had 

some influence on their business activities. 

3.2.10 Procurement Policy 

In the Richards Bay area, BA is a major role-player in implementingadjusted 

procurement policies. Although Hillside has planned to spend R25million on SME 

development in 1999, only R2 million was spent in June 1999 andR1.2 million in July 1999. 

Hillside, however, spends up to US$40 million peryear on importing spare parts from 

overseas (excluding raw materials). BA hasthe vision of changing this in order for SMEs to 



provide these products andservices. The aim is also to see an increase in the manufacturing 

involvementfrom SMEs. 

A positive resultfrom the survey is that 31% of respondents indicated that BA does not 

setprocurement specifications that discourage them to participate in transactionswith the 

company. Similarly, 54% felt that BA encourages open procurementchannels with their 

suppliers. Also positive in terms of the VMR model is that69% of respondents indicated that 

BA's procurement policies are aimed towardsdeveloping long-term relationships with them. 

Joint investment with SMEsuppliers also seems to feature high on BA's agenda, with 38% 

stating that theyregard this to be the case. However, only 31% indicated that they 

weresatisfied with the level of joint planning between themselves and BA. 

Despite theearlier result that SME suppliers do not receive adequate feedback 

andencouragement from BA, 77% stated that open two-way communication channelsexist 

with BA. As was indicated earlier, this has not been the case in thepast, and has positively 

improved since the establishment of the SMEdevelopment program. However, some instances 

of inadequate communication werereported. 

In correspondencewith BA's statement that they overall feel satisfied with the quality 

ofproducts and services rendered to them, the majority of SME suppliers (92%)also indicated 

that they perform according to BA's quality and deliveryspecifications. Not all respondents 

felt, however, that their supplierrelationship with BA is aimed at realising the lowest total cost 

for bothparties involved. 

3.2.11 Information 

Adequateinformation flow between parties involved in the VMR is crucial. Beforeestablishing 

the SME program, information flow between BA and its SMEs was notvery good. During 

interviews with SMEs, they complained that they would be sent‘from pillar to post’ without 

receiving any feedback on requests from BA. Sincethe SME development program was 



introduced in November 1998, this situation hasimproved slightly. Apart from improved 

information flow, this program has alsopartly solved problems surrounding technical skills, 

joint ventures, financialand management skills. In order to make the program more successful, 

it isimportant that BA focus on these issues even more in future. 

SME suppliers do have specific people or departments primarilyresponsible for 

information flow (92%). As a result, 54% of SMEs feel satisfiedwith the level of information 

on their businesses communicated to their outsidemarkets/suppliers. With specific reference 

to BA, 51% of respondents considertheir information flow to this business as adequate. 

As was found earlier, more than half of respondents use electronic medialike the 

Internet and electronic mail to obtain information and/or business. 

In accordance with the requirements of the VMR model, SME suppliers'main 

information channels are either marketers (54%) or procurement officers(31%). These 

channels should form the basis of external information flow, asthey form the interface levels 

with external clients or suppliers. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The trend world-wide is to complement supply-side measures for supportingSMEs with 

demand-side support through which markets for SME outputs arecreated. Linking SMEs with 

large, often multinational, enterprises is only oneway to do this. This paper investigated 

factors facilitating the above process.It used empirical results from a case study at Billiton 

Aluminium (BA) inRichards Bay, South Africa. 

 Thefollowing can be concluded from the study: 

 A deliberate SME-development program witha responsible and committed senior 

manager from the large enterprise to takecharge should be put in place. Although BA 

has done this, perceptions of unfair comparison among its SMEsuppliers is but one 



issue which needs to be addressed for the program to besuccessful. Levels of trust 

between BA and its suppliers also needs attentionin order for meaningful long-term 

relationships to develop; 

 In terms ofthe possible problem areas which can hamper the success of the above 

program,the following was found: 

- SMEsuppliers experience a fair amount of competition.BA should also address the 

perception of unfair comparison as indicated above; 

- technology was not found to be a majorconstraint for existing SME suppliers to BA – 

SMEs are aware of technologicaladvances and consider their technology sufficient 

towards meeting theprocurement needs set out by BA; 

- the nature of labour markets is such that SMEsuppliers increasingly employ part-

time workers who do not present as manyconstraints to them in terms of retrenchment. 

Very few therefore experiencelabour-related problems; 

- SME suppliersshould become more aware of available trainingprograms. They also 

need to find sufficient funds to have their employeestrained externally. BA should 

adhere to the objectives of their SME developmentprogram and become more 

involved with the training of SME suppliers; 

- SMEs’ most critical financial problems relate to largeamounts outstanding from 

cutoers. The majority of SMEs also seem to lack thefinancial and management skills 

to improve this situation; 

- SMEs regard the level of infrastructure available to themunchanged compared to the 

past. It was only in terms of security where negativechanges have been highlighted; 

- Despite the relaxed regulatory environment, SMEs have notyet experienced the 

benefits themselves. SMEs are highly insecure and uncertainas far as the legislative 

environment is concerned. This again highlights theneed for training and awareness 



programs through which this situation isimproved. BA should again play a major role 

in this process; 

- In terms of macro-economic activity, the studyhighlighted the need to improve 

economic activity through higher employment andpoverty alleviation. BA's SME 

development program is one vehicle through whichthis can be achieved, although 

other big businesses in the area should alsofacilitate this process; 

- Businesssupport to SME suppliersis not sufficient. BA has the intention to develop 

this as part of its SMEdevelopment program, but SME suppliers still highlighted the 

inadequacies ofthe current support they receive; 

- Procurement seems to be one of the morepositive elements as far as SME suppliers' 

relationship with BA is concerned.SMEs highlighted joint planning and realising the 

lowest possible cost for bothparties as problems. BA also indicated that they need to 

do more to achievetheir procurement goals; 

- Information flow between BA and itssuppliers was not good in the past. However, 

the SME development program seemsto have addressed this to a large extent. SME 

suppliers also feel reasonablysatisfied with the information flow between themselves 

and BA. This is positivein terms of achieving the objectives of the SME development 

program anddeveloping meaningful relationships between BA and SMEs. 

 

Stemming from the above, and achieving theobjectives of the VMR, the following 

recommendations can be made as far assuccessfully linking SMEs with large enterprises: 

- Develop a more strategic approachtowards suppliers.This entails fewer suppliers 

who are strategically more beneficial to BA. Thisalso implies a shift from quantitative 

evaluation criteria to qualitative ones.Suppliers can therefore develop a competitive advantage 

over competition, andin turn increase the value added to the supply chain. This is, however, 



notalways an easy process, as many small suppliers do not yet adhere to therequirements set 

out for 'good suppliers'. Development and training of smallsuppliers can address these issues 

and make the partnership with smallsuppliers still a beneficial one for big companies. BA 

currently has a list ofapproved suppliers (both SMEs and bigger companies). BA accredits 

and approvessuppliers before putting them on the supplier list, ensuring that suppliersadhere 

to BA’s entry requirements. BA seems to be satisfied with the level ofservice and the quality 

of products they receive from SMEs, most probablybecause of SMEs employing highly 

skilled employees. Problems with SME suppliersdo, however, still occur, but are resolved 

through the arbitration of the SmallBusiness Co-ordinator. This individual is the executive in 

charge of the BA SMEdevelopment program. This is a very positive trend, as it underlines 

BA'scommitment towards SME involvement and empowerment. 

 - Establish long-term relationships through jointplanning and investment. 

Thisimplies a deliberate attempt by all parties to address the other’s specificneeds through 

joint planning. Establishing a long-term relationship justifiesthe investment for both parties. 

Investing time and creativity in therelationship results in mutual trust being developed – an 

element which iscrucial for the success of the relationship. BA think they involve their 

SMEsuppliers sufficiently. However, they did acknowledge that the process is stillin its 

infancy and that more will have to be done before the project will fullytake into account the 

SME suppliers in decisions being taken.  

 - Establish a partnership agreement. Agreements should be subservient to a 

partnershipprinciple. Programs should therefore be focussed on the development of 

arelationship with the supplier, making 'affirmative purchasing' programs idealfor developing 

well-established partnerships. Criteria should become secondaryto the relationship built 

between the parties. As such, product developmentshould take into account both the 

supplier’s capabilities and the customer’sneeds. Ultimately, a partnership agreement also 



results in lower costs in thevalue chain. BA considers a high level of trust and a good 

relationship toexist between themselves and (especially) their SME partners. They 

encourageSMEs to discuss problems with them, although the theory and practice aroundthis 

issue do not always correspond. Some SMEs still experience some of BA'sactions not to be 

conducive to developing trust. 

 - Realize the importance of planned communication. Good information flow is often 

a problem, despitethe fact that it facilitates co-operation agreements and eventually 

improvevalue presented to consumers. To facilitate communication and avoid 

prejudices,mistrust and unmet expectations, objectives should be stated clearly by allparties 

(see Hugo et al 1997). Thisstems from sufficient information regarding the supplier, his 

performance andthe status of the relationship between the customer and the supplier. 

Opencommunication channels also provide the opportunity to efficiently identify andresolve 

issues among parties. 

 - Integrate activities on a number of levels. This also implies regular planningsessions 

and open communication. It does not only relate to information, butalso non-informational 

sources like skills and knowledge. Once this level ofinteraction is achieved, adjustments to 

products become limited, delays arereduced, problems are identified and addressed at an 

earlier stage and moreflexibility implemented. Ultimately this results in lower costs and 

improvedquality of products and services. 

 - Worktowards quality and timeous performance. Within a more 

integratedrelationship, the quality of products and services become the most importantfactors. 

Improved relationships therefore imply that the supplier is completelyinformed on the 

requirements and specifications of the customer. If these areaddressed correctly, quality 

inspections almost become unnecessary.  
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